
Exhibitions And Trade Shows Business
Live out of your imagination and dreams with greens apartment. It is one of the most finely
designed apartments. This apartment is the rare blend of luxury and comforts. Their open
spaces will increase your intimacy with nature. The elite architecture of this apartment is one of
the biggest joys of a quality lifestyle. These apartments have all standards of style and
glamorous living. It exhibitions and trade shows business offers all sorts of luxuries and
comforts where you can enjoy some leisure hours.

Ild Spire Greens Apartments is located at a mere 5 minutes drive from airport and metro
stations. Various restaurants, shopping centres, are located very close to it. This apartment is
located at one of the prime location of Gurgaon Sec 37 C of the sizes of 1175 sq feet -3450 sq
feet. It gives the choice of 2 and 4 BHK apartments making them ideal for singles, couples,
families and friends etc.

These apartments have fitted wardrobes with light pine doors. All apartments are furnished with
air conditioned rooms, bathroom accessories, individual safe etc. Its kitchen is furnished with
ceramic tiles in either light grey or pale beige to match kitchen finishing. Individual septic tank is
provided to each apartment in which large amount of water can be stored. It has waterproofing
to concrete base and external plaster finish to protect it from all types of season’s effect.

Ild Spire Greens Apartments satisfy the needs of top quality accommodation at affordable
prices. They are designed to provide access to cross ventilation, natural light and all-weather
outdoor. The balconies are made enough deep to give individuality to the apartments and wider
safety to its residents. The Spas, swimming pools, Gym, club-houses etc. sets an example of
very well community services. exhibitions and trade shows business are effectively designed
apartments to limit the number of entry and exit points in order to restrict unauthorised access
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to your house.

These apartments have different categories of rooms like living room, dining room, master
room, servant room etc. It has very elegant marble floorings; 24 hours power back-up, pure
water facility etc. Highly programmed Lifts are available in these apartments. These apartments
are resistant to Earthquake and other natural calamities. These apartments are the perfect
blend of stylish look and wonderful comforts.

So, go for Ild Spire Greens Apartments may be your biggest opportunity probably lies under
your own feet.
 


